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The Aims of St Catherine’s Church, Drayton PCC 

St Catherine’s Church PCC has the responsibility, in the ecclesiastical parish, for promoting the 

whole mission of the Church - pastoral, evangelistic, social and ecumenical. The PCC is also 

specifically responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the Church building.  

The PCC has continued to focus its activities and those of the church community throughout 

2020 in its sense of vocation. 

When planning our activities for the year, we have considered the Charity Commission's 

guidance on public benefit and, in particular, the supplementary guidance on charities for the 

advancement of religion. In particular, we try to enable: 

• Worship and prayer; learning about the gospel; and developing knowledge and trust in Jesus; 

• Provision of pastoral care for people living in the parish; and 

• Ensuring that the church building is both an accessible and welcoming environment and fit 

for purpose in people’s explorations of ‘their gifts in service of others and their worship of God 

in Christ Jesus’. 

To facilitate this work it is important that we maintain the fabric of St Catherine’s, and to that 

end a number of repairs have been undertaken as noted in the Quinquennial Report. A grant 

application was made to Historic England for works during the latter part of 2020, and was 

confirmed as being successful in 2021.  

2020 – Lay Chair’s report: A snapshot 

This report covers the period of the calendar year 2020.  

I took over as Lay Chair after we said farewell to Rev Jane Twitty on her retirement as 

Incumbent in October 2020, towards the end of what has been something of an extraordinary 

year. It has been a difficult time for St Catherine’s, not only because of the Covid pandemic and 

the necessary closing of the church during this time, but we also miss Jane’s presence and the 

leadership and regular services which she provided.   
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We now look forward to new horizons, though, currently under the leadership and guidance of 

our Area Dean, Revd Bruce Faulkner, and to the appointment of a new incumbent in due 

course.  

It is going to continue to be a difficult time, though, as the process of appointing a new 

Incumbent is a long one. During this period of Vacancy, we will be relying on retired clergy (to 

whom we are extremely grateful) who will most likely only be able to provide just one service a 

month in the parish. It’s worth remembering that word – “retired” – for that is what they are, 

and they really should be enjoying their retirement and relaxing – we should not regard them 

as stand-in incumbents.  

The lack of services and our usual social events has meant that we have taken a bit of a “hit” on 

the finances, but we are sustained by the generosity of those donors who have continued to 

give through their standing orders. This has meant that we have been able to continue to pay 

our Diocesan Parish Share in full.  I shall expand on that in my Treasurer’s report.  

The Market, which is run as a “subsidiary” of the PCC, has had a similarly difficult time, but 

Helen has done a sterling job in keeping all the stallholders and volunteers informed and ready 

to turn out, and operating markets as and when she has been able to. We are very grateful to 

her and her team of volunteers for providing this important community event, and, at the same 

time, providing valuable financial support for maintaining the fabric of St Catherine’s.  

It was with great sadness that we learnt of the passing on 18th December last year of PCC 

member, accomplished bellringer and Tower Captain, altar server, Roundabout distributor, 

Wassailer and long standing resident of Drayton, Eddie Hancock. Eddie was woven into the 

very fabric of the village, and was active in many other areas than just the Church – being 

deeply involved in the activity of the Village Hall and Street Fair. He is sorely missed, but I am 

delighted to be able to say that Tricia Robinson has kindly agreed to take over as Tower 

Captain.  

We welcome John Tipping to the PCC as a new resident and church member – it’s very good to 

have him aboard.  

Finally, I am most grateful to Diane as Churchwarden and all those on the PCC who make the 

church run in a delightfully positive atmosphere. It’s a pleasure to be involved.  

Tim Donaldson 

Lay Chair and Treasurer.  

 

Safeguarding Report: 
 

Revd Jane Twitty as vicar oversaw all Safeguarding procedures and all was up-to-date on her 

retirement in November 2020.  Mrs Sarah Nicholas as Parish Safeguarding Officer took over in 

November.  All safeguarding procedures would be reviewed in 2021.  
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There were no safeguarding incidents in 2020.  

 

Sarah Nicholas 

 

Churchwardens’ Report:        
 

The year 2020 has been affected by the Covid virus as was the previous year but compounded by 

the retirement of our Vicar, the Rev Jane Twitty. However we have held 15 services during the 

year and we are grateful to the Rev Wendy Griffiths for making several of these possible, despite 

restrictions.  

 

It is of note that we were able to hold a well attended Carol Service held in the Church Yard and 

conducted from the Church porch. We are grateful to all PCC members who played a part in this 

but particularly to our Chairman, Tim Donaldson who carried out most of the organisation and 

brought along his keyboard to lead the singing.  

 

Although services in the Church were limited the Benefice held services on Zoom on most 

Sundays, thanks to our Lay Reader Valerie Thomas who organised and led many of them. Several 

Drayton Residents took part in these services which offered us the opportunity to meet and chat 

with members from other churches in the Benefice.   

 

The year also marked the retirement of our Vicar, the Rev’d Jane Twitty. We will miss Jane’s 

services and thought provoking talks and also the support she has given St Catherine’s during her 

tenure with us.  

 

There is no news of a replacement for Jane yet but Church Wardens and working together to draw 

up a profile of the requirements of a Priest in Charge for all four parishes in the benefice. 

Meanwhile Lay Worship Leaders will conduct appropriate services if no clergy are available.  

 

I would like to record my thanks to all PCC Members for their help and support in the past years, 

despite the difficulties we have all encountered. We are very fortunate in having a very active 

team, now led by Tim, always ready to step forward when help is needed and ensuring that the 

needs of St Catherine’s and the Parish are met. Thank you all very much. 

 

Diane Swales.  

 

Deanery Synod Report: 
 

St Catherine’s is part of the group of parishes known as the Ivelchester Deanery, and our Area Dean is Bruce Faulkner.  The 

purpose of the Deanery Synod is to act as an intermediary between the PCC and the synod of the Diocese as a whole. 

 

Our Deanery Synod reps are Margot Lock and Diane Swales who attend meetings and keep 

communication channels open for St Catherine’s Church. There were three meetings Feb 20 to Feb 

21, the last two via zoom, attended by one or both reps. 
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Diverse topics were covered including Covid 19 news, Lockdown open air services, carbon zero in 

churches, support in parishes and church after the pandemic.  

 

Meetings were led by Rev Bruce Faulkner. 

Margot Lock 

 

Market Report 

In 2020 we have only been able to hold 5 Markets owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 

September, October and December Market were managed under very tight restrictions but the 

feedback from stallholders and customers was that they were thrilled that we had re opened. 

Our stallholders have been loyal throughout and non-food suppliers understood the need for 

priority being given to food stalls owing to limited space to comply with social distancing. We 

hope to reopen the Market in line with the easing of restrictions – so potentially May 2021 or at the 

latest June. 

The Market Team have been fantastic throughout the year supporting the smooth running of the 

Market when we have been able to open. Thanks to them all for their commitment. 

 

During 2020 the Market Committee considered a revised constitution document, and this was 

approved unanimously. We also started the process of changing our Bank acct to Metro Bank- for 

which we hope to receive a payment to acknowledge the transfer which will be helpful addition to 

funds. 

 

Helen Adams 

Market Chair 

 

Electoral roll: 

There were 40 names on the Electoral Roll in 2020.  

Financial review 

The audited accounts for St Catherine’s are attached at Appendix A, and the Market accounts 

are at Appendix B. I am grateful to Mark Hawkins for carrying out the annual inspection – his 

report is at Appendix C. Mark has very kindly indicated that he is willing to continue as our 

auditor.  

The Church’s assets are split into two categories – the General Fund (for normal day-to-day 

income and running costs) and the Restricted Fund, which is dedicated to major repairs and 

expenditure on the fabric of the church. In 2020 the assets of the PCC were held in three 

accounts – a current account (with Natwest), a savings account (with WestCountry Savings and 

Loans, a credit union) and an investment account- the CCLA Investment Management CBF 
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Church of England Fixed Interest Securities Fund. The Market has its own accounts with 

Natwest and CCLA Investment Management.  

As can be seen in the PCC accounts, total receipts for the PCC General Fund were £10,818 (2019: 

£16,617), and £3,424 (2019: £1,479) for the Restricted Fund. The Restricted Fund figure reflects 

the benefit of a grant of £2,500 towards a roof alarm which was fitted during a spate of roof 

lead thefts locally.  

Total General Fund expenditure for the year was £12,079 (2019: £14,587). The Restricted Fund 

expenditure was £6,166 (2019: £1,922), principally comprising the installation of the roof alarm.  

Parish share for 2020 was £8,175 (2019: £8,495) and, along with all other liabilities, was met in 

full.  

Overall, the assets of the PCC were £24,858 at the beginning of the year, and £20,854 at the end 

– representing a loss of £4,004.  

The Market – which reports its accounts separately – started the year with total assets of £11,451 

and ended with £12,179, an increase of £728.  

I am enormously grateful to all those who have contributed to the relative financial stability of 

the Church in this difficult year by continuing to contribute, uninterrupted, their regular giving 

via Standing Order, and by Gift Aiding their contributions.   

Tim Donaldson 

Treasurer 

 

Structure, governance and management 

The Parochial Church Council is a corporate body established by the Church of England. The 

PCC operates under the Parochial Church Council Powers Measure. The PCC is an Excepted 

Charity, number XN27911.  

 

The method of appointment of PCC members is set out in the Church Representation Rules. St 

Catherine’s Church’s PCC consists of the incumbent, churchwarden and members elected by 

those members of the congregation who are on the electoral roll of the church.  

 

All those who attend our services or who are members of the congregation are encouraged to 

register on the Electoral Roll and stand for election to the PCC. 

 

The PCC members are responsible for making decisions on all matters of general concern and 

importance to the parish including deciding on how the funds of the PCC are to be spent. 

The full PCC meets approximately four times a year.   
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Administrative information 

St Catherine’s Church is part of the Ivelchester Deanery of the Diocese of Bath and Wells within 

the Church of England.  

The address of the church is: 

St Catherine’s Church,  

Church Street,  

Drayton, Langport, 

Somerset,  

TA10 0JT.  

 

The address for correspondence is:  

Orchard End,  

School Street,  

Drayton, Langport,  

Somerset, 

TA10 0LN 

 

PCC:  

PCC members who have served at any time during the period covered by this report were: 

Ex Officio members: 

Incumbent: Jane Twitty (until retirement – October 2020) and Bruce Faulkner (acting 

Incumbent - since October 2020).  

Warden: Diane Swales 

Elected members (in alphabetical order of surname): 

Tim Donaldson (Lay Chair and Treasurer) 

Francis Filsell 

Mary Fryer 

Eddie Hancock 

Margot Lock 

Jeff Lock 

John Tipping 

 

Co-Opted members: 

There were no co-opted members. 
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Appendix A: Audited PCC 

Accounts
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Appendix B: Audited Market Accounts 
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Appendix C 

 

Detailed Independent Examiners Report of Drayton Church Accounts 1st January 2020 – 31st 

December 2020 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The review of Drayton Church Accounts was conducted on the 24th February 2021 between 

11:00am and 12:30 pm. Due to current Covid 19 restrictions, the review was conducted using 

Zoom Meeting. Present at the Zoom meeting were Tim Donaldson (Treasurer) and Mark Hawkins 

(Examiner).  All information was provided by the Treasurer either in hard or "soft" copy, noting 

that hard copies were viewed through the Zoom Meeting. The Drayton Church PCC should note 

that the review was conducted in accordance with the requirements of the relevant sections of the 

Charities Act (as detailed in the Examiners covering letter). Furthermore the Drayton Church PCC 

should also note that by using the review process from previous years, the review goes beyond 

these requirements in some respects. 

 

In the same way as 2019, the Church Accounts spread sheet was broken down into two main 

elements, against which all transactions were logged: 

 

 The General Fund – This contained the majority of the transactions flowing through the 

account (such as general operating costs, small/medium donations and routine minor 

expenditure).  

 

 The Restricted Fund – This fund is restricted to the maintenance of the fabric of the Church, 

and covers larger “one off” expenditures such as major repairs. Income is derived from a 

number of sources, mostly specific donations. 

 

2. Review Process 

  

Although completely random in nature, the same sampling process was used as for the 2019 

accounts. Using the Church Accounts spread sheet and hard records provided by the Treasurer, 

the review covered Income (Receipts), Outgoings (Payments) for both the Restricted and General 

fund. A check was also made to ensure that the functionality of the Church Accounts Excel spread 

sheet was operating correctly. Using a random sampling process the review was further broken 

down into the following steps:  

 

General Fund Income (Receipts)  

 

a. Check a number of Income receipts from the spread sheet entry, to source of  

receipt (cheque and/or hard copy receipt) through to the specific  

bank account entry. 

  

b. Using the hardcopy of the Income receipt as the source, check a  
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number of receipts from hard copy receipt, to spread sheet, to  

cheque book and finally through to the specific bank account entry. 

  

c. Using the bank account as the source check a number of Income receipts  

from bank account entry, to spread sheet and finally the source of  

the receipt (chequebook and/or hard copy receipt).  

 

General Fund Expenditure (Payments)  

 

The same process was used for outgoings as for income (see above). In addition, where 

applicable, hard copy Invoices were also checked   

 

Restricted Fund Income (Receipts) 

 

There were no Restricted Income receipts for 2020.  

 

Restricted Fund Expenditure (Payments) 

 

The same process was used as for General Fund Expenditure (see above)  

 

Sampling Process  

 

The sampling process adopted was predominantly random as determined by the Examiner 

and covered all the areas of the Drayton Church Accounts spread sheet. A number of 

different transactions over the 12 months were deliberately selected to ensure the sample 

range was sufficiently varied to demonstrate the robustness of the accounts. In particular 

the following types of transactions were selected. Note, given the very small number, all 

transactions against the Restricted Fund were checked. 

 

a. 5 Expenditure entries were selected at random by the Examiner and checked 

against the General Fund. These included; Church yard maintenance costs, 

Smartwater Installation costs, Safe repair costs, church personnel expenses, 

and the contribution made to the CLYP Project. 

 

b. 5 Income entries were checked against the General Fund. These included; 

Proceeds from the Drayton Street Fair, income from Somerset Churches for 

Roof repair, X1 HMRC Tax rebate, x2 personal donations, Collection for 

Retirement present for the outgoing incumbent Jane Twitty.  

 

 

c.  There were no income receipts for the Restricted Fund. 

 

d.  3 Expenditure entries were checked against the Restricted Fund. These 

included; Bristows Electrical, E-Bound AVX, and Jonathan Rhind Architects  
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e.  At least one Team Expenses Expenditure entry was checked. 

 

f. At least one Income from tax recovery was checked against the original 

expenditure. 

 

g. At least 3 consolidated “Paying In” books were checked against both the 

spreadsheet and bank statements. 

 

h.  Additional checks were made by the Examiner where income and 

expenditure was flowing across the previous and current financial years (2019 

and 2020). 

 

 

Functionality of Accounts Spreadsheet  

 

As for previous years the Church Accounts master spread sheet was extremely 

comprehensive showing detailed income, expenditure and movements in the bank balance 

throughout the year. In addition all payments and receipts were further broken down into 

categories (broadly operating and capital costs) which clearly showed how Drayton Church 

is effectively managing overall income and expenditure. The functionality of the spread 

sheet was checked to ensure that the calculations flowed correctly between the various 

excel cells and sheets. Balances were checked to ensure "carry over" figures were correct, 

and that where related expenditure and income spanned across the previous financial year 

that the functionality of the excel spreadsheet was operating correctly. Finally the summary 

sheet was checked to ensure it represented the final end of year position. 

 

 

3. Findings  

 

This review was slightly more challenging given it could not take place face-to-face. That said, the 

review process demonstrated once again that income and expenditure entries were entered 

correctly on the spreadsheet. This was also backed up by hard copy invoice, receipts or manual 

entries in the accounts main file. All requested records were available and all financial figures 

tallied with bank records and the master spread sheet. 

 

The spread sheet clearly detailed all income and expenditure and from a simple test revealed that 

it had been constructed so that the calculations and functionality operated correctly. In addition 

the spreadsheet provided detailed information on the types of  

expenditure and income.  

Overall there was a very clear and robust audit trail for all income and expenditure from source 

through to the Bank Account and finally to the accounts spreadsheet. 
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4. Examiners Recommendations 

  

a. To continue with the high standard in which the Drayton Church accounts are managed. 

 

5. Overall Assessment  

 

I consider the 2020 Drayton Church Accounts to be a true and accurate record of all  

financial transactions over the last 12 months. The Reviewer once again thanked the Treasurer for 

dedicating a significant amount of his personal time in ensuring that records are clear, 

comprehensive and logically constructed. Next review scheduled for Feb/Mar 2022. 

 

Examiners Note - The 2020 Drayton Market Accounts were also reviewed using the same 

methodology as for the Drayton Church Accounts. These accounts were accurate and robust with 

no errors. Given the small number of transactions, it was agreed between the Examiner and the 

Treasurer that a separate report is not required for the Drayton Market Accounts.  

 

M Hawkins  

MoD Financial Controller (Retired) 

2nd March 2021 
 
 
 

 

 

 


